We should - the thing what the Fed has been doing, the idea of the government, they don't understand antifragility, they don't understand that when you have a crisis you should come out of it better than you were before. You guys had your crisis in California, remember? 2000, you weren't born many, okay. So you came out of it better off than before, no? It cleaned up the system. So you should never let a crisis to waste. Now what happened in Japan and here and in Europe, they had a crisis, now they shoot to establish the system to bring it back to what it was before, without letting what is fragile break and new things come in its place, you see. So the monetary policy aims at preserving the status quo and then also a side-effect is of course to enrich those who were involved in the crisis, alright, in causing the crisis. And of course it's not good to have such, you know, to have very easy money because you don't want people to take money and go gamble with it in the stock market, you want them to go use the money for what you're doing. The real things, the trial and error that you don't get respect for, for losing a little bit all the time.